Our experience
turns into quality
First class raspberry and blackberry plants.

Our variety range
Primocane Raspberry

Module plants
in trays for
softfruit growers

NEW

Clarita**

Eros**

Optima**

Vigorous plant,
suitable for double crop.
Premium fruit quality,
taste, size and shelf life.
Outstanding light red color.
High picking speed.

Mid-early variety.
High branching
and high yield plant.
Intense red bright color.
Very high picking speed.

Strong, vigorous and upright
plant. Late primocane with
strong potential in floricane
fruiting. Tulameen-like shape
and flavor. Suitable
for organic production.
High picking speed.

Amira®

Regina®

Primalba®**

Very early variety, big and
firm fruit, intense red color,
very easy to pick even when
not completely ripen.

High yield and excellent
fruit quality, conical shape,
intense bright red, excellent
flavor and good shelf-life.

Earliest variety
on the market, premium
quality fruit, easy to pick
and outstanding flavor.

Floricane
Raspberry
Tulameen

Sugana*

Kweli*ABB

Very strong root system,
high yield. Big sized fruits,
good shelf life
and easy to pick.

Exceptional plant vigor
and root sucker production.
The fruiting period is late
in the first yield year.

Still represents the quality
standard of raspberry
for fresh consumption.
Its fruit is medium/large
in size, easy to pick,
with a bright color

Glen Ample*
Versailles**
We are a family-run business with its headquarters
and its roots on a plateau east of the Adige Valley,
in Trentino. Berryplant’s thirty-year experience
in the propagation of Rubus was born in the
Alta Valsugana district, traditionally dedicated
to the cultivation of soft fruits.
The increasing need of specialized growers
for valid plant material pushes us to put
the concept of product QUALITY
at the center of our vision.
Berryplant’s peculiarities are the constant
improvement of its own PRODUCTION CHAIN
and the commitment to VARIETAL INNOVATION,
also through the recent constitution of Berrytech.
Through its innovation program, Berrytech,
aims to select new varieties which could expand
our commercial range. We aspire to increase
our customer satisfaction, in terms of cost reduction,
and offer higher production benefits.

Plant is vigorous,
characterized by its
large fruit, with excellent
organoleptic characteristics
and a sizable specific weight.

Shani*

It is a spine free cultivar,
very hardy and productive.
With a mid-ripening
period, the fruits are
medium in size, compact,
with a slightly acidic flavor.

ABB

Very early production,
very productive even
in low-light conditions,
bright fruits
and high yield.

Blackberry

*
**ABB
*

Lochtay*

Lochness

Chester

The most early ripening
variety, the best in
terms of organoleptic
characteristics, the
most suitable for fresh
consumption.

Mid-early ripening
season and a excellent
production potential,
optimal organoleptic
qualities and
medium/high size.

Late ripening period.
Frost resistant, fruits are
medium-sized, very firm
and compact, resistant
to handling and with an
excellent shelf-life.

Patented variety: availability can change through territories according to licence agreements
With Non-Propagation Agreement
Minimum order q.ty 3000 plants subject to cultivation agreement

Packaging and logistics
TRAY
40 x 60 cm

FULL PALLET
100 x 120 cm

Raspberry  n. 90 plants
Blackberry  n. 54 plants

Raspberry  6750 plants
Blackberry  3510 plants

Ripening calendar
Valid for Trento (in substrate in tunnel, CH 1000, 960 m a.s.l., 46° Latitude)

1ST YEARS

July

PRIMALBA
SHANI
AMIRA
REGINA
SUGANA
EROS
CLARITA
KWEILI
VERSAILLES
OPTIMA
GLEN AMPLE
TULAMEEN
LOCHTAY
LOCHNESS
CHESTER

August

September

October

2ND YEARS

May

June

July

August

September

October
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